
Part No.: 102425
Vendor Part No.: ALL-MC115VDSL2_Bundle

ALLNET MC-115-VDSL2 / 100 Mbit Mini VDSL2 modem
master/slave Dual-Bundle
>>> Go to the shop article

EAN CODE

4 0 3 8 8 1 6 1 0 2 4 2 3

Highlights:

    VDSL2 modem selectable as master or slave
    Simple 2-wire connection for point-to-point connection
    Up to 100 Mbit/s symmetric for up to 1km (cable dependent)
    supports data packets up to 1536 bytes
    2x RJ45 10/100 Mbps Ethernet
    bundle of 2 consisting of 2x ALL-MC115VDSL2

With the ALL-MC115VDSL2 modem Allnet introduces a pure VDSL2 single port bridge to the market, which fulfills
the basic requirement of a perfomant point to point connection using a 2 wire connection - typically a telephone
connection - with all the advantages of a VDSL2 connection. The modem has RJ11 jacks as well as terminal jacks
for the pure wire connection. The additional possibility to ground the devices (with the ALL95100 lightning
protection) brings the necessary protection against lightning strikes in the application area. Two 10/100Mbps ports
connect the modem to the network.

The configuration of the ALL-MC115VDSL2 can be done quickly and easily via the dip-switch either as a master
or slave modem.
slave modem. On the front of the device are numerous LEDs for visual signaling of the operating
operating states and connections.

Accessories
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Part No. Name

102424 ALLNET VDSL2 ALL-MC115 & MC116-Serie zbh. HUT-Schienenadapter/DIN-Rail-Adapter

114899 ALLNET VDSL2 Splitter f. ALL-MC115VDSL & ALL-WR500AC

Click here to discover more items from this category in our
shop.
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